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FREE & BUSY 15" 
Compact, lightweight bag, perfect for 15.6” laptops and 

15” MacBooks, made with hi-tech material and eco-

leather accents. The padded internal pocket is equipped 

with a Velcro strap to secure your laptop. There is an 

accessories pocket on the front. The back of the bag 

features a trolley strap. There is also a non-removable, 

adjustable shoulder strap. 

External size: cm. 42 x 30 x 9 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BFRBUB15-BK 

BFRBUB15-B 

8020252112421 

8020252112407 
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FREE & BUSY 14" 
Compact, lightweight bag, perfect for 14" laptops and 

15” MacBooks, made with hi-tech material and eco-

leather accents. The padded internal pocket is equipped 

with a Velcro strap to secure your laptop. There is an 

accessories pocket on the front. The back of the bag 

features a trolley strap. There is also a non-removable, 

adjustable shoulder strap.  

External size: cm. 37 x 27 x 8 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 13", Notebook 14", MacBook Pro 15" 

BFRBUB14-BK 

BFRBUB14-B 

8020252112384 

8020252112360 
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STAR 
Compact, lightweight bag made with durable high-tech 

fabric, perfect for 15.6” laptops and 15” MacBooks.The 

internal laptop padded compartment is equipped with a 

zipped mesh pocket. There is also an internal front 

pocket for smartphones and accessories. The shoulder 

strap is adjustable. 

External size: cm. 40 x 29,5 x 8,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BSTN-BK 8020252111059 
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LOOP 15" 
Slim bag in two-tone fabric for laptops, ultrabooks and 

MacBooks up to 15.” The interior compartment features 

a strap with Velcro to secure and protect your device. 

The external front panel features an accessory pocket 

and the back is equipped with a trolley strap. Non-

removable, webbing shoulder strap 

External size: cm. 40,5 x 28 x 7,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BSLOOP15-BK 

BSLOOP15-Z 

8020252062177 

8020252111240 
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LOOP 14" 
Slim bag in two-tone fabric for laptops, ultrabooks and 

MacBooks up to 13.” The interior compartment features 

a strap with Velcro to secure and protect your device. 

The external front panel features an accessory pocket 

and the back is equipped with a trolley strap. Non-

removable, webbing shoulder strap 

External size: cm. 35,5 x 26 x 5,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 13", Notebook 14", MacBook Pro 15" 

BSLOOP13-BK 

BSLOOP13-Z 

8020252062115 

8020252111219 
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IDEALE 
Compact, lightweight bag made with durable high-tech 

fabric, perfect for 15.6” laptops and 15” MacBooks. The 

padded internal compartment is equipped with laptop 

pocket. There is also an internal front pocket for 

smartphones and accessories. The shoulder strap is 

adjustable and detachable.  

External size: cm. 41,5 x 30,5 x 7 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

B-IDEALE-BK 8020252110991 
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FORTE 
Compact but roomy backpack with internal compartment 

for MacBooks and Laptops up to 15.6”. The inner lining 

is embellished with an elegant tone-on-tone graphic 

pattern, while the front compartment has an organizer 

panel with specific pockets for Smartphones up to 5.5”, 

a Power Bank, pens and business cards. On the sides 

of the backpack there are two convenient mesh pockets 

for carrying a water bottle and an umbrella, while on the 

back you’ll find a useful trolley strap/pass-through 

sleeve. 

External size: cm. 42 x 30 x 7 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BFOR15 8020252055148 
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SVOLTA L 
Compact bag compatible with laptop 15.6" and MacBook 

Pro 15" Retina. The design created by the horizontal zip 

pocket and vertical seam characterises the bag, giving it 

a contemporary, professional look. The main 

compartment is purposely reinforced to protect your 

laptop. The front pocket is equipped with a retainer 

organised. The bag also has a convenient detachable 

padded shoulder strap and a useful band for trolley 

transport which is situated on the back panel. .  

External size: cm. 42 x 31 x 8,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BSVO15 

BSVO15-B 

8020252055063 

8020252055070 
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SVOLTA 13"/14" 
Compact bag compatible with laptop 13.3" and 14". The 

design created by the horizontal zip pocket and vertical 

seam characterises the bag, giving it a contemporary, 

professional look.  

The main compartment is purposely reinforced to protect 

your laptop. The front pocket is equipped with a retainer 

organised. The bag also has a convenient detachable 

padded shoulder strap and a useful band for trolley 

transport which is situated on the back panel.  

External size: cm. 37 x 29 x 6,5 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13", Notebook 13", Notebook 14" 

BSVO1314 

BSVO1314-B 

8020252055049 

8020252055056 
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SVOLTA S 
Compact bag compatible with laptop 11.6" and 12.5". 

The design created by the horizontal zip pocket and 

vertical seam characterises the bag, giving it a 

contemporary, professional look. The main compartment 

is purposely reinforced to protect your laptop. The front 

pocket is equipped with a retainer organised. The bag 

also has a convenient detachable padded shoulder strap 

and a useful band for trolley transport which is situated 

on the back panel.  

External size: cm. 35 x 27 x 5,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 12", Macbook 12" 

BSVO1112 8020252056862 
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SMILZA 
Super-slim bag for laptops up to 15.6" made of high-tech 

material with contrast-color details. Single internal 

compartment with neoprene corners to secure your 

laptop. The front side features a roomy external pocket. 

Double handles and detachable shoulder strap made 

with webbing 

External size: cm. 42 x 29 x 4 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BSM15-BK 

BSM15-B 

BSM15-R 

8020252092198 

8020252092174 

8020252092211 
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SMILZA 13"/14" 
Super-slim bag for laptops up to 14” made of high-tech 

material with contrast-color details. Single internal 

compartment with neoprene corners to secure your 

laptop. The front side features a roomy external pocket. 

Double handles and detachable shoulder strap made 

with webbing 

External size: cm. 37 x 27 x 3,5 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13", Notebook 13", Notebook 14" 

BSM1314-BK 

BSM1314-B 

BSM1314-R 

8020252092112 

8020252092099 

8020252092150 
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STRIA 15" 
Extremely large compact bag compatible with notebook 

and Ultrabook 15.6". The main compartment is 

purposely reinforced to protect your laptop. The front 

pocket is equipped with a retainer organised into specific 

pockets for your Smartphone (up to 5.5"), Power Bank 

and business cards. The bag has a comfortable padded, 

removable shoulder strap that, if hooked to the two 

special loops on the rear panel, can be transformed into 

a backpack. Located on the rear panel, is a useful band 

for trolley transport. 

External size: cm. 44 x 31 x 8,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BSTR15-BK 

BSTR15-B 

8020252076730 

8020252076716 
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DRITTA SLIM 17" 
Slim, compact bag for laptop 17", with practical 

organization for everything else you need to carry. An 

internal fleece lined strap helps to carry and protect the 

equipment. The convenient front pocket offers a quick 

access to always keep your items on hand. Back flat 

compartment for newspaper, magazines or other 

essentials. Carrying options include shoulder strap or 

top handle. 

External size: cm. 47,7 x 30 x 7 

Compatibility: 
Tablet 

BDR17 8020252011700 
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DRITTA 15" 
Slim, compact bag for laptop 15.6", with practical 

organization for everything else you need to carry. An 

internal fleece lined strap helps to carry and protect the 

equipment. The convenient front pocket offers a quick 

access to always keep your items on hand. Back flat 

compartment for newspaper, magazines or other 

essentials. Carrying options include shoulder strap or 

top handle. 

External size: cm. 43 x 30 x 7 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BDR15 

BDR15-B 

8020252011496 

8020252011519 
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DRITTA 13"/14" 
Slim, compact bag for laptop 13"/14" and MacBook 15", 

with inside a pratical organizer practical. An internal 

fleece lined strap helps to protect the equipment. The 

convenient front pocket offers a quick access to always 

keep your items on hand. Back flat compartment for 

newspaper, magazines or other essentials. Carrying 

options include shoulder strap or top handle. 

External size: cm. 40 x 30 x 7 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13", Notebook 13", Notebook 14" 

BDR1314 

BDR1314-B 

8020252011403 

8020252011410 
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DARKOLOR 
Ultra-protective slim bag, for Laptops up to 14”, featuring 

a semi-rigid back panel. The spacious interior 

compartment, accessible via the zipper opening on three 

sides of the bag, allows you to work with your device by 

securing the edges with the two elastic corner bands. 

Comes with a removable, padded shoulder strap 

External size: cm. 36,5 x 26 x 6 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13", Notebook 13", Notebook 14" 

BDA1314-BK 

BDA1314-B 

BDA1314-R 

BDA1314-Z 

BDA1314-V 

BDA1314-F 

8020252091412 

8020252091382 

8020252091474 

8020252091535 

8020252091504 

8020252091443 
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WORK OUT 3  SLIM BAG   
The iconic model of the collection, the nylon Work_Out 3 

slim bag, for MacBook Pro or laptop 13”, stylistically 

echoes the original design but now features a 

contrasting color in the interior compartment and the 

accessories pouch, which can be used in three different 

ways: totally hidden, partially visible, or completely 

pulled out to expand capacity. Comes with a detachable 

shoulder strap and interior compartment with Anti-shock 

System to protect your laptop 

External size: cm. 37 x 26 x 7 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13", Notebook 13" 

WO3-MB13-BK 

WO3-MB13-B 

WO3-MB13-R 

8020252087446 

8020252087415 

8020252087477 
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CENTRO 15" 
With its modern and elegant design, Centro 15 business 

bag is made of technical fabric that is resistant to tear 

and wear, with its base covered in exquisite PU. 

Inside is a padded compartment to protect your laptop 

up to 15.6" from scratches and bumps. 

Externally the business bag Centro has a double pocket 

with zipper on the front and a convenient end for 

connecting to a trolley.  

The shoulder strap is adjustable and removable. 

External size: cm. 44 x 31 x 18 

Compatibility: 
iPad, MacBook Pro 13", Notebook 15.6", Notebook 14", 

MacBook Pro 15" 

BCEB15 8020252957145 
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STILO 
Business bag that converts into a backpack, for 

MacBook 15” and laptops up to 15.6”, in high-tech 

material with neoprene details. Two inside 

compartments with separate zippers, equipped with 

organizer panel and protective compartment for PC and 

tablet. Two external front pockets make it particularly 

spacious and organized. Hide-away shoulder straps 

facilitate portability. Adjustable and detachable shoulder 

strap. 

External size: cm. 44 x 29 x 9 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BSTI15-BK 

BSTI15-B 

8020252092235 

8020252092617 
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WALLET 
Compact and lightweight shoulder bag dedicated to 

10"/11.6" netbooks and tablets. Holds with most DVD 

players. The front zipped pocket offer enough space for 

the accessories. Easy to access back compartment 

where the fixed shoulder strap may be stored. The 

handle lies flat to give the bag a more compact look and 

allows it to be comfortably carried on its own as a 

shoulder bag or as a complete protection inside another 

computer bag. Adjustable shoulder strap easy-

removable. 

External size: cm. 32 x 23 x 5,5 

Compatibility: 
Tablet 

BNW10 8020252039421 
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FREE & BUSY  
Roomy, lightweight backpack made with hi-tech material 

and eco-leather accents; perfect for 15.6” laptops and 

15” MacBooks. The roomy interior compartment also 

features a special pocket to protect your laptop or tablet. 

On the front there’s a large, flat, external pocket for 

accessories with a zip closure. The back side, featuring 

an ergonomic back panel and adjustable, padded 

shoulder straps, also has a handy trolley strap.  

External size: cm. 34 x 42 x 18 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BKFRBU15-BK 

BKFRBU15-B 

8020252112469 

8020252112445 
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LOOP 
Lightweight backpack in two-tone fabric, for MacBook 

and laptops up to 15.6.” The convenient and roomy 

interior compartment features a protective pocket for 

your device. The adjustable, padded shoulder straps 

together with the ergonomic back, and external front 

pocket, make it convenient and useful for both work and 

leisure. Equipped with a trolley strap. 

External size: cm. 29,5 x 44,5 x 12 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", Notebook 14", MacBook Pro 15" 

BKLOOP15-BK 

BKLOOP15-Z 

8020252062238 

8020252110731 
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RAPIDO 
Lightweight backpack in mélange fabric, for MacBook, 

ultrabooks and notebooks up to 15.6". The convenient 

and roomy interior compartment features a double 

protective pocket for laptops and tablets. The adjustable, 

padded shoulder straps together with the ergonomic 

back, and external front pocket, make it convenient and 

useful for both work and leisure. 

External size: cm. 32 x 47 x 19 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BKRAP-BK 

BKRAP-B 

8020252085930 

8020252085916 
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FORTE 
Compact but roomy backpack with internal compartment 

for MacBooks and Laptops up to 15.6”. The inner lining 

is embellished with an elegant tone-on-tone graphic 

pattern, while the front compartment has an organizer 

panel with specific pockets for Smartphones up to 5.5”. 

On the sides of the backpack there are two convenient 

mesh pockets for carrying a water bottle and an 

umbrella, while on the back you’ll find a useful trolley 

strap/pass-through sleeve. 

External size: cm. 28 x 45 x 13 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BKFOR 8020252055155 
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FORTE   
Backpack for 13.3” and 14” laptops made with a high-

tech, tear-resistant material, high-performance and 

durable. 

The padded, lined interior features a pocket to protect 

both a laptop. The front is equipped with a pocket with 

accessories. The back side, featuring an  padded 

shoulder straps, also has a handy trolley strap. 

External size: cm. 32 x 41 x 15 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 15" 

BKFOR14-BK 

BKFOR14-B 

8020252110830 

8020252110816 
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SMILZO 
Slim backpack in high-tech material for laptops up to 14” 

The essential style and perfectly organized space make 

it versatile as well as convenient – and not just for work. 

Smilzo has a double internal pocket with a neoprene 

flap, a roomy safety pocket on the back and two 

comfortable, padded shoulder straps 

External size: cm. 40 x 40 x 9 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 13", Notebook 14" 

BKSM13-BK 

BKSM13-B 

BKSM13-R 

8020252092013 

8020252091986 

8020252092044 
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LATO  
Sports and business backpack for laptops up to 17” and 
MacBook 15". Made with high-tech material, it features 
an external organizer pocket on the front and a small 
accessories pocket, both with a zip closure. A small, 
dedicated opening allows access for your headphone 
cable. The roomy interior compartment is equipped with 
a padded pocket to protect laptops and MacBooks. On 
the sides you’ll find two elastic pockets for bottles, and 
umbrella. The back side, featuring an ergonomic back 
panel and adjustable, padded shoulder straps, also has 
a handy trolley strap  
 

External size: cm. 35 x 48 x 18 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 17", Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BLABK 

BLABK-B 

8020252011687 

8020252011830 
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LATO   
Sports and business backpack for laptops 13.3" and 

14"as well as 13” and 15” MacBooks. Made with high-

tech material, it features an external organizer pocket on 

the front and a small accessories pocket, both with a zip 

closure. The roomy interior compartment is equipped 

with a padded pocket to protect laptops and MacBooks. 

On the sides you’ll find two elastic pockets for bottles, 

and umbrella, or other similar objects. The back side, 

featuring an ergonomic back panel and adjustable, 

padded shoulder straps, also has a handy trolley strap. 

External size: cm. 33 x 41 x 14 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 13", Notebook 14", MacBook Pro 15" 

BLABK14-BK 

BLABK14-B 

8020252110892 

8020252110878 
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CENTRO 
Centro Pack is a business backpack with a compact and 

modern look, made of durable technical fabric with a 

base coated in exquisite PU. 

The roomy and well-organised interior features a padded 

compartment to protect your laptop 15.6" from scratches 

and bumps and a pocket designed for a tablet or iPad. 

On the front, Centro Pack backpack features two 

pockets with an organisational panel and a strap on the 

rear side to easily connect it to a trolley. The shoulder 

straps are padded and ergonomic. 

External size: cm. 35 x 49 x 18,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BKCEB15 8020252957152 
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CENTRO   
Very roomy business backpack for MacBook up to 15" 

and laptops up to 14", made with high-tech material and 

an eco-leather base. The internal space is well 

organized, featuring roomy neoprene pockets and the 

rear compartment is divided so that it can conveniently 

hold laptops and tablets. The Centro backpack also has 

a flat front pocket with a double zipper. 

The ergonomic back features a security pocket, a trolley 

strap and two adjustable shoulder straps. 

External size: cm. 35 x 49 x 18,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 13", Notebook 14", MacBook Pro 15" 

BKCEB14-BK 8020252110793 
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FLAT M 
Nylon backpack with the bottom and front panel made of 

neoprene. The interior is equipped with a laptop pocket 

and the outside features a security pocket. The shoulder 

straps are made of neoprene with webbing insert. 

External size: cm. 27 x 38 x 10 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 13", MacBook 13" 

BFLABK-M-BK 

BFLABK-M-B 

BFLABK-M-BX 

BFLABK-M-F 

8020252097360 

8020252097339 

8020252097391 

8020252097421 
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FLAT 
Small nylon backpack with the bottom and front panel 

made of neoprene. The interior is equipped with a tablet 

pocket and the outside features a security pocket. The 

shoulder straps are made of webbing. 

External size: cm. 22 x 27 x 8 

BFLABK-S-BK 

BFLABK-S-B 

BFLABK-S-BX 

BFLABK-S-F 

8020252097483 

8020252097452 

8020252097513 

8020252097544 
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SUPER 
Backpack for 13.3” and 14” laptops and 13” MacBook 

Pro, made of high-tech material with eco-leather 

handles. The internal compartment features a double 

pocket equipped with an Anti-Shock System for laptops 

and tablets. There are two flat pockets on the front and 

a security pocket with a zip closure on the back. On the 

sides are two small, expandable pockets. The Super 

backpack has a trolley strap and adjustable, padded 

shoulder straps. 

External size: cm. 30 x 39 x 11 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13", Notebook 14”, Notebook 13" 

BKSUP13-BK 

BKSUP13-BS 

8020252111035 

8020252103474 
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BRAVO 
High-tech, multitasking backpack for 15.6” MacBook and 

Laptop. The left shoulder strap features a smartphone 

pocket that can be connected to a cable with a USB 

output (Tu-charge), integrated into the top. The Bravo 

backpack also comes with a removable rain cover and a 

security pocket on the back 

External size: cm. 31 x 46,5 x 17 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BKBRA-BK 

BKBRA-B 

BKBRA-R 

8020252091887 

8020252091863 

8020252091900 
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WORK OUT 3 BACKPACK 
High-tech business backpack designed for MacBook Pro 15” or 
Ultrabook 15.6” and equipped with Tu-charge, the cable with a 
USB port integrated into the upper part of the left shoulder strap. 
Tu-charge allows you to recharge your smartphone straight from 
a power bank, which can be placed in a dedicated inside pocket. 
The Work_Out 3 backpack’s biggest advantage is in the concept 
of “wearable technology”, rendered even more effective by the 
small smartphone pocket in the lower part of the left shoulder 
strap. A spacious multitasker, the Work_Out 3 backpack features 
the iconic multi-functional pouch in a contrasting color, which can 
be completely pulled out when necessary to expand capacity. The 
interior compartment features an Anti-shock System to protect 
your laptop 

External size: cm. 43 x 30 x 14 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

WO3BK-MB15-BK 

WO3BK-MB15-B 

8020252087514 

8020252087507 
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STILO 
Roomy business backpack in high-tech material with 

details in eco-leather for MacBook 15” and laptops up to 

17”. The three large compartments, the largest featuring 

an anti-shock double pocket for tablets and laptops, 

offer convenience and organization. Ergonomic back 

and shoulder straps for perfect portability 

External size: cm. 35 x 46,5 x 21,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 17", Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BKSTI-BK 

BKSTI-B 

8020252092075 

8020252092358 
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SFIDO 
A nylon and neoprene multitasking gaming backpack made for 
laptops up to 18.4” The left shoulder strap has a rechargeable 
cable with USB output (Tu-charge), to connect any power bank to 
your smartphone. Also located in the left shoulder strap you’ll find 
a small, anti-radiation compartment for your phone; it’s made of a 
material that can reduce damage from electromagnetic waves. 
The laptop has a dedicated compartment featuring our Anti-shock 
System, for total protection.  On the front and on the sides, there 
are detailed organizer pockets for accessories and inside, two 
removable cases for your mouse and controller. It’s also equipped 
with a foldaway rain cover, to use in case of inclement weather, 
and a strap where you can attach your headphones at the top of 
the back.  

External size: cm. 39 x 53,5 x 26 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 18.4" 

BSFBK-BK 8020252089297 
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TURBO 
Comfortable backpack, featuring a thermoformed front panel, 

designed to transport and protect a drone with accessories. You 

can customize the configuration of the internal compartment with 

Velcro dividers and it has an external front panel equipped with 

quick coupling for drones with mounted propellers. The back 

panel features a pocket equipped with our Anti-shock System for 

laptops up to 17.3”. The roomy external pockets, one on each 

side and one security pocket on the back, make it easy to stay 

perfectly organized. Comes with a connection strap for a radio 

control, a foldaway rain cover and two removable cases for 

remote control and accessories.    

External size: cm. 33,5 x 50 x 25 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 17.3" 

BTUBK-BK 8020252089310 
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COLORE 17"/18" 
Neoprene case for laptop 17" and 18". Equipped with 

the Anti-Slip System®, two angled ears designed to 

secure the device, the Second Skin® Colore is also very 

tight thanks to the Flat-lock seam that ensures minimal 

thickness and excellent protection. The interior is made 

of soft, scratch-resistant material.   

External size: cm. 44 x 31,5 x 3,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 17", Notebook 18.4" 

BFC1718 8020252041479 
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COLORE 15" 
Neoprene case for laptop 15.6". Equipped with the Anti-

Slip System®, two angled ears designed to secure the 

device, the Second Skin® Colore is also very tight 

thanks to the Flat-lock seam that ensures minimal 

thickness and excellent protection. The interior is made 

of soft, scratch-resistant material.   

External size: cm. 39 x 26 x 3,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6" 

BFC1516 

BFC1516-B 

BFC1516-R 

BFC1516-V 

8020252041462 

8020252041448 

8020252041431 

8020252056831 
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COLORE 13"/14" 
Neoprene case for 13" and 14" laptops and 15" 

MacBook. Equipped with the Anti-Slip System®, two 

angled ears designed to secure the device, the Second 

Skin® Colore is also very tight thanks to the Flat-lock 

seam that ensures minimal thickness and excellent 

protection. The interior is made of soft, scratch-resistant 

material.   

External size: cm. 34 x 24,5 x 3 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 13", Notebook 14", MacBook Pro 15" 

BFC1314 

BFC1314-B 

BFC1314-R 

BFC1314-V 

BFC1314-PP 

8020252041400 

8020252041387 

8020252041370 

8020252056800 

8020252041394 
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COLORE SECOND SKIN 
Neoprene case for 12" laptop laptop and MacBook up to 

13". Equipped with the Anti-Slip System®, two angled 

ears designed to secure the device, the Second Skin® 

Colore is also very tight thanks to the Flat-lock seam 

that ensures minimal thickness and excellent protection. 

The interior is made of soft, scratch-resistant material.   

External size: cm. 32 x 23,5 x 2,6 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 12", MacBook Pro 13", MacBook Air 13" 

BFC1112 

BFC1112-B 

BFC1112-R 

BFC1112-V 

BFC1112-PP 

8020252056626 

8020252056657 

8020252056688 

8020252056718 

8020252057517 
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COLORE 10"/11" 
Neoprene case for tablets up to 11". Equipped with the 

Anti-Slip System®, two angled ears designed to secure 

the device, the Second Skin® Colore is also very tight 

thanks to the Flat-lock seam, which ensures minimal 

thickness and excellent protection. The interior is made 

of soft, scratch-resistant material.  . 

External size: cm. 28 x 18,5 x 2 

Compatibility: 
Tablet 10", iPad Pro 11", Tablet 9" 

BFC1011 

BFC1011-B 

BFC1011-R 

8020252041349 

8020252041325 

8020252041318 
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MÉLANGE 17"/18" 
Second Skin sleeve designed especially for 17.4" 

notebooks. It has been custom-made to protect the 

laptop against scratches, bumps and falls. Furnished 

with the Anti-Slip System®, an elastic cover positioned 

under the zipper to protect your equipment from 

scratches and to prevent slippage. This folder is for 

every notebook owner who doesn’t want or need a 

typical notebook carrying case. Carry on it’s own or as a 

complete protection inside another computer bag. 

External size: cm. 44 x 30,7 x 2,2 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 17", Notebook 18.4" 

BFM1718-BK 8020252082229 
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MÉLANGE 15" 
Elastic case in neoprene with mélange effect, for laptop 

15,6".  Equipped with the Anti-Slip System®, two angled 

ears designed to secure the device, the Second Skin® 

mélange is also very tight thanks to the Flat-lock seam, 

which ensures minimal thickness and excellent 

protection. The interior is made of soft, scratch-resistant 

material.   

External size: cm. 40 x 29 x 2,2 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6" 

BFM1516-BK 

BFM1516-B 

BFM1516-RR 

BFM1516-Z 

8020252076945 

8020252076914 

8020252077065 

8020252077003 
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MÉLANGE 13"/14" 
Elastic case in neoprene with mélange effect, for laptop 

13"/14" and MacBook 15".  Equipped with the Anti-Slip 

System®, two angled ears designed to secure the 

device, the Second Skin® mélange is also very tight 

thanks to the Flat-lock seam, which ensures minimal 

thickness and excellent protection. The interior is made 

of soft, scratch-resistant material.   

External size: cm. 34 x 24,5 x 3 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 13", Notebook 14", MacBook Pro 15" 

BFM1314-BK 

BFM1314-B 

BFM1314-RR 

BFM1314-Z 

BFM1314-PP 

8020252076822 

8020252076792 

8020252077034 

8020252076884 

8020252076853 
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MÉLANGE 12"/13" 
Elastic case in neoprene with mélange effect, for 12" 

laptop and 13" MacBook.  Equipped with the Anti-Slip 

System®, two angled ears designed to secure the 

device, the Second Skin® mélange is also very tight 

thanks to the Flat-lock seam, which ensures minimal 

thickness and excellent protection. The interior is made 

of soft, scratch-resistant material.   

External size: cm. 32,5 x 24 x 2,2 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 12", MacBook Pro 13", MacBook Air 13" 

BFM1112-BK 

BFM1112-B 

BFM1112-RR 

BFM1112-Z 

BFM1112-PP 

8020252081017 

8020252080980 

8020252081079 

8020252081109 

8020252081048 
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MÉLANGE 10"/11" 
Elastic case in neoprene with mélange effect, for tablets 

up to 11".  Equipped with the Anti-Slip System®, two 

angled ears designed to secure the device, the Second 

Skin® mélange is also very tight thanks to the Flat-lock 

seam, which guarantees minimum thickness and 

excellent protection. The interior is made of soft, 

scratch-resistant material.   

External size: cm. 28,5 x 20 x 2,2 

Compatibility: 
Tablet 10", iPad Pro 11", Tablet 9" 

BFM910-BK 

BFM910-B 

8020252081178 

8020252081130 
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ELEMENTS 15" 
Soft neoprene sleeve designed to perfectly encase the 

new MacBook Pro 15" Late 2016. Inside the Elements 

Second Skin cover, the MacBook Pro is firmly secured 

thanks to an anti-slip system. This consists of an elastic 

network that maintains grip and prevents the laptop from 

accidently falling out when the zipper is opened.  

The neoprene construction, with its 4 mm thickness, 

also offers increased impact protection while the velvety 

interior prevents the outer case of the MacBook Pro 15" 

from being scratched. 

External size: cm. 36 x 26,3 x 2,2 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 15” Late 2016 

BF-E-MB215-SG 8020252081956 
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ELEMENTS 13" 
Soft neoprene sleeve designed to perfectly encase the 

new MacBook Pro 13" Late 2016. Inside the Elements 

Second Skin cover, the MacBook Pro is firmly secured 

thanks to an anti-slip system. This consists of an elastic 

network that maintains grip and prevents the laptop from 

accidently falling out when the zipper is opened.  

The neoprene construction, with its 4 mm thickness, 

also offers increased impact protection while the velvety 

interior prevents the outer case of the MacBook Pro 13" 

from being scratched. 

External size: cm. 31,5 x 23,5 x 2,2 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13" 

BF-E-MB213-SG 8020252081918 
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ELEMENTS 15" 
New neoprene sleeve designed for MacBook Pro 15” 

and MacBook Pro 15” with Retina display.  The new 

collection shows off a smooth, totally original look with 

embossed graphics and bright fabric. The thicker 

neoprene material gives the new MacBook Pro 

enhanced protection, thanks also to the "deep black" 

velvety lining. 

External size: cm. 37 x 26 x 2 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 15" 

BF-E-MB15 

BF-E-MB15-B 

8020252010536 

8020252052833 
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ELEMENTS 13" 
New neoprene sleeve designed for MacBook Pro 13”.  

The new collection shows off a smooth, totally original 

look with embossed graphics and bright fabric. The 

thicker neoprene material gives the new MacBook 

enhanced protection, thanks also to the "deep black" 

velvety lining. 

External size: cm. 32 x 22,5 x 2 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13" 

BF-E-MB13 

BF-E-MB13-B 

BF-E-MB13-R 

8020252010499 

8020252010512 

8020252010529 
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ELEMENTS 12" 
Soft neoprene case designed to perfectly encase the new 

MacBook 12 ". Inside the Elements Second Skin cover, the 

MacBook is firmly secured thanks to an anti-slip system. This 

consists of an elastic network that maintains grip and prevents the 

laptop from accidently falling out when the zipper is opened.  

The neoprene construction, with its 4 mm thickness, also offers 

increased impact protection while the velvety interior prevents the 

outer case of the MacBook 12" from being scratched. 

Elements Second Skin for MacBook 12 " presents two special 

shades, in honour of the newest Apple gem, inspired by two new 

shell colours: Space Gray and Gold. 

External size: cm. 29,5 x 22 x 2 

Compatibility: 
Macbook 12" 

BF-E-MB12 

BF-E-MB12-SG 

8020252053151 

8020252053182 
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ELEMENTS 13" 
New neoprene sleeve designed for MacBook Air 13”.  

The new collection shows off a smooth, totally original 

look with embossed graphics and bright fabric. The 

thicker neoprene material gives the new MacBook 

enhanced protection, thanks also to the "deep black" 

velvety lining. 

External size: cm. 34 x 24,5 x 2 

BF-E-MBA13 

BF-E-MBA13-B 

BF-E-MBA13-R 

8020252010451 

8020252010475 

8020252010482 
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TOP SECOND SKIN 
Sleeve designed to perfectly wrap the New MacBook 

Pro 15" with Touch bar, made of neoprene with 

accessories pocket. The Anti-Slip System is made of an 

elastic net that keeps the laptop balanced and helps 

prevent laptop from falling out of the case even when 

the zipper is open. The case is 4mm thick to offer even 

more protection. The frontal pocket gives you the space 

needed to store accessories or small objects. 

External size: cm. 36,5 x 26 x 2 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 14”, Notebook 13", MacBook Pro 15" 

BFTMB15-BK 

BFTMB15-B 

8020252075238 

8020252075351 
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TOP 13" 
Sleeve designed to perfectly wrap the New MacBook 

Pro 13" with Touch bar, made of neoprene with 

accessories pocket. The Anti-Slip System is made of an 

elastic net that keeps the laptop balanced and helps 

prevent laptop from falling out of the case even when 

the zipper is open. The case is 4mm thick to offer even 

more protection. The frontal pocket gives you the space 

needed to store accessories or small objects. 

External size: cm. 32 x 23 x 2 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13", MacBook Air 13" 

BFTMB13-BK 

BFTMB13-B 

BFTMB13-M 

8020252075146 

8020252075320 

8020252075207 
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TUCANO SHAKE 16" 
Stretchy neoprene laptop case for 15.6” laptops from the 

Tucano Shake collection, featuring Atelier Mendini 

graphics that deconstruct the Tucano logo. Equipped 

with Anti-Slip System® an elastic band to secure the 

device, the Tucano Shake Second Skin® also fits snugly 

thanks to its flat-lock stitching.This guarantees a slimmer 

profile and excellent protection. 

External size: cm. 40 x 29 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6" 

BFTUSH15-B 

BFTUSH15-COL 

8020252100374 

8020252100404 
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TUCANO SAHKE 14"/15" 
Stretchy neoprene laptop case for 14” laptops and 

MacBook Pro 15", from the Tucano Shake collection, 

featuring Atelier Mendini graphics that deconstruct the 

Tucano logo. Equipped with Anti-Slip System® an elastic 

band to secure the device, the Tucano Shake Second 

Skin® also fits snugly thanks to its flat-lock stitching. 

This guarantees a slimmer profile and excellent 

protection. 

External size: cm. 35,5 x 26 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 14", MacBook Pro 15" 

BFTUSH14-B 

BFTUSH14-COL 

8020252100312 

8020252100343 
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TUCANO SHAKE 13" 
Stretchy neoprene laptop case for 13” laptops and 

MacBook Air 13", from the Tucano Shake collection, 

featuring Atelier Mendini graphics that deconstruct the 

Tucano logo. Equipped with Anti-Slip System® an elastic 

band to secure the device, the Tucano Shake Second 

Skin® also fits snugly thanks to its flat-lock stitching. 

This guarantees a slimmer profile and excellent 

protection. 

External size: cm. 35 x 25 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Air 13", Notebook 13" 

BFTUSH13-B 

BFTUSH13-COL 

8020252100251 

8020252100282 
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TUCANO SHAKE 12"/13" 
Stretchy neoprene laptop case for 12” laptops, MacBook 

Pro 13" and MacBook Air 13" Retina Display (2018), 

from the Tucano Shake collection, featuring Atelier 

Mendini graphics that deconstruct the Tucano logo. 

Equipped with Anti-Slip System® an elastic band to 

secure the device, the Tucano Shake Second Skin® 

also fits snugly thanks to its flat-lock stitching. This 

guarantees a slimmer profile and excellent protection.  

External size: cm. 32 x 24 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 12", MacBook Pro 13" 

BFTUSH12-B 

BFTUSH12-COL 

8020252100190 

8020252100220 
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BUSTA 15" 
Nylon sleeve forlaptop 15.6", with zipper. EVA padding 

with Inner lining in contrasting color. 

External size: cm. 42,5 x 29,5 x 1,2 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6" 

BFBU15-BK 

BFBU15-Z 

8020252098374 

8020252098404 
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BUSTA 14"/15" 
Nylon sleeve or laptop 14" and MacBook Pro 15", with 

zipper. EVA padding with Inner lining in contrasting 

color. 

External size: cm. 37,2 x 26,2 x 1,2 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 14", MacBook Pro 15" 

BFBU14-BK 

BFBU14-Z 

BFBU14-VA 

BFBU14-PP 

8020252098251 

8020252098343 

8020252098312 

8020252098282 
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BUSTA 13" 
Nylon sleeve for laptop 13" and MacBook Air 13", with 

zipper. EVA padding with Inner lining in contrasting 

color. 

External size: cm. 36,1 x 24,3 x 1,2 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13", MacBook Air 13", Notebook 13" 

BFBU13-BK 

BFBU13-CR 

BFBU13-VA 

BFBU13-PP 

8020252098190 

8020252098220 

8020252098497 

8020252098466 
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BUSTA 12"/13" 
Nylon sleeve for laptop 12" and MacBook Pro 13", with 

zipper. EVA padding with Inner lining in contrasting 

color. 

External size: cm. 34 x 24 x 1,2 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13", Notebook 12", MacBook Air 13" 

BFBU12-BK 

BFBU12-CR 

BFBU12-VA 

8020252098107 

8020252098138 

8020252098169 
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MINILUX 15" 
Super-slim, single-color, nylon sleeve for 15.6” 

notebooks and MacBook 15” featuring contrast details 

and lining. Double handles and detachable shoulder 

strap made with webbing. 

External size: cm. 39,5 x 31,5 x 10 

Compatibility: 
Notebook 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 

BFML1516-B 

BFML1516-DG 

BFML1516-VA 

8020252091689 

8020252091719 

8020252091740 
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MINILUX 13"/1\4" 
Super-slim, single-color, nylon sleeve for 13.3” or 14” 

notebooks featuring contrast details and lining. Double 

handles and detachable shoulder strap made with 

webbing. 

External size: cm. 37 x 27 x 3,5 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13", Notebook 13", Notebook 14" 

BFML1314-B 

BFML1314-BX 

BFML1314-DG 

BFML1314-VA 

BFML1314-Z 

8020252091566 

8020252091580 

8020252091603 

8020252091641 

8020252091665 
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NIDO 15" 
A durable and ultra-thin, hard-shell laptop case that provides a 

high level of protection for your MacBook Pro 15" in a stylish and 

colorful way. 

The modern Nido case is made of durable polycarbonate that 

protects your laptop from scrapes, scratches, and scuffs. The 

stylish see-through design and the smooth texture with soft rubber 

coating allow for a modern look.  

It also has anti-slip rubber feet that provide added stability and 

prevent your device from moving while in use. 

Ventilation slots on the bottom promote continuous air flow for 

efficient device cooling. 

External size: cm. 35,5 x 24,6 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 15" 

HSNI-MBP15-BK 

HSNI-MBP15-TR 

8020252075504 

8020252075566 
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NIDO15" 
A durable and ultra-thin, hard-shell laptop case that provides a 

high level of protection for your MacBook Pro 15" Retina in a 

stylish and colorful way. 

The modern Nido case is made of durable polycarbonate that 

protects your laptop from scrapes, scratches, and scuffs. 

The stylish see-through design and the smooth texture with soft 

rubber coating allow for a modern look.  

It also has anti-slip rubber feet that provide added stability and 

prevent your device from moving while in use. 

Ventilation slots on the bottom promote continuous air flow for 

efficient device cooling.  

External size: cm. 36,3 x 25,1 x 2,2 

HSNI-MBR15 

HSNI-MBR15-TR 

HSNI-MBR15-Z 

8020252053311 

8020252048096 

8020252048102 
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NIDO 13" 
A durable and ultra-thin, hard-shell laptop case that provides a 

high level of protection for your MacBook Pro 13" in a stylish and 

colorful way. 

The modern Nido case is made of durable polycarbonate that 

protects your laptop from scrapes, scratches, and scuffs. The 

stylish see-through design and the smooth texture with soft rubber 

coating allow for a modern look.  

It also has anti-slip rubber feet that provide added stability and 

prevent your device from moving while in use. 

Ventilation slots on the bottom promote continuous air flow for 

efficient device cooling. 

External size: cm. 30,8 x 21,5 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13" 

HSNI-MBP13-BK 

HSNI-MBP13-TR 

HSNI-MBP13-Z 

8020252075382 

8020252075443 

8020252075474 
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NIDO 13" 
A durable and ultra-thin, hard-shell laptop case that provides a 

high level of protection for  the MacBook Air Retina 13" 2019. 

The modern Nido case is made of durable polycarbonate that 

protects your laptop from scrapes, scratches, and scuffs. 

The stylish see-through design and the smooth texture with soft 

rubber coating allow for a modern look.  

It also has anti-slip rubber feet that provide added stability and 

prevent your device from moving while in use. 

Ventilation slots on the bottom promote continuous air flow for 

efficient device cooling.  

External size: cm. 32,9 x 23,1 x 2,1 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Air 13" 

HSNI-MBAR13-BK 

HSNI-MBAR13-TR 

HSNI-MBAR13-Z 

8020252108264 

8020252108295 

8020252108325 
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NIDO 
A durable and ultra-thin, hard-shell laptop case that provides a 

high level of protection for your MacBook Air 13" in a stylish and 

colorful way. 

The modern Nido case is made of durable polycarbonate that 

protects your laptop from scrapes, scratches, and scuffs. 

The stylish see-through design and the smooth texture with soft 

rubber coating allow for a modern look.  

It also has anti-slip rubber feet that provide added stability and 

prevent your device from moving while in use. 

Ventilation slots on the bottom promote continuous air flow for 

efficient device cooling.  

External size: cm. 32,9 x 23,1 x 2,1 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Air 13" 

HSNI-MBA13 

HSNI-MBA13-TR 

8020252053274 

8020252048027 
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NIDO 12" 
A durable and ultra-thin, hard-shell laptop case that provides a 

high level of protection for your MacBook 12" in a stylish and 

colorful way. 

The modern Nido case is made of durable polycarbonate that 

protects your laptop from scrapes, scratches, and scuffs. 

The stylish see-through design and the smooth texture with soft 

rubber coating allow for a modern look.  

It also has anti-slip rubber feet that provide added stability and 

prevent your device from moving while in use. 

Ventilation slots on the bottom promote continuous air flow for 

efficient device cooling.  

External size: cm. 28,5 x 20 x 1,7 

Compatibility: 
Macbook 12" 

HSNI-MB12 8020252053328 
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TUCANO SHAKE HARDSHELL 

Hard case for MacBook Pro 15", consisting of two 

separate shells, to protect your MacBook from scratches 

and bumps without hindering its use. 

On the front shell, the semi-transparency of the case 

mixes with the original Tucano graphics giving a 

pleasant visual effect that lets you see the Apple logo. 

The non-slip support feet and ventilation holes on the 

rear shell complete the features. Graphics by 

Alessandro Mendini. 

 

External size: cm. 35,5 x 24,6 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 15" 

HSNI-TUSH-MBP15-COL 8020252104945 
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TUCANO SHAKE HARDSHELL 

Hard case for MacBook Pro 13", consisting of two 

separate shells, to protect your MacBook from scratches 

and bumps without hindering its use. 

On the front shell, the semi-transparency of the case 

mixes with the original Tucano graphics giving a 

pleasant visual effect that lets you see the Apple logo. 

The non-slip support feet and ventilation holes on the 

rear shell complete the features. Graphics by 

Alessandro Mendini. 

 

External size: cm. 30,8 x 21,5 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Pro 13" 

HSNI-TUSH-MBP13-COL 8020252104914 
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TUCANO SHAKE HARDSHELL 

Hard case for MacBook Air 13", consisting of two 

separate shells, to protect your MacBook from scratches 

and bumps without hindering its use. 

On the front shell, the semi-transparency of the case 

mixes with the original Tucano graphics giving a 

pleasant visual effect that lets you see the Apple logo. 

The non-slip support feet and ventilation holes on the 

rear shell complete the features. Graphics by 

Alessandro Mendini. 

 

External size: cm. 32,9 x 23,1 x 2,1 

Compatibility: 
MacBook Air 13" 

HSNI-TUSH-MBA13-COL 8020252104884 
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TASTO 
Multi-use, super protective case for iPad Air (2019) and 

iPad Pro 10.5”, equipped with a detachable Bluetooth 

keyboard and extra front flap. The detachable keyboard 

allows you to use the case as a simple back cover or 

also as a protective shell, inserting the extra front flap. 

The back, made with TPU and military standard tested, 

does a great job of protecting your iPad from any falls. 

This case has a ‘stand up’ that allows you to tilt the 

device. Internal compartment for your Apple Pencil.  

External size: cm. 18,5 x 26 x 2 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 10.5", iPad Air 

IPD8TAS-IT-BK 8020252111745 
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TASTO 
Multi-use, super protective case for 11” iPad, equipped 
with a detachable Bluetooth keyboard, an extra front flap 
and a charging location especially designed for your 
Apple Pencil. The detachable keyboard allows you to 
use the case as a simple back cover or also as a 
protective shell, inserting the extra front flap. The back, 
made with TPU and military standard tested, does a 
great job of protecting your iPad from any falls. This 
case has a double ‘stand up’ that allows you to tilt both 
the device and the keyboard. Internal compartment for 
your Apple Pencil. 

External size: cm. 18 x 24,5 x 2 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 11" 

IPD10TAS-IT-BK 8020252107113 
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TASTO 
Multi-use, super protective case for 12.9" iPad Pro, 
equipped with a detachable Bluetooth keyboard, an 
extra front flap and a charging location especially 
designed for your Apple Pencil. The detachable 
keyboard allows you to use the case as a simple back 
cover or also as a protective shell, inserting the extra 
front flap. The back, made with TPU and military 
standard tested, does a great job of protecting your iPad 
from any falls. This case has a double ‘stand up’ that 
allows you to tilt both the device and the keyboard. 
Internal compartment for your Apple Pencil.  

External size: cm. 18 x 24,5 x 2 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 12.9" 

IPDP3TAS-IT-BK 8020252111776 
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ULTRA-PROTECTIVE CASE FOR IPAD 
AIR (2019) 

Ultra-protective case for iPad Air 10,5" with double-

injection, anti-shock TPU shell.  Featuring a practical 

stand, on-off function, and a fold-back camera flap. The 

shell can be transformed into a back cover thanks to the 

removable front cover. 

External size: cm. 18 x 25,3 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 10.5", iPad Air (2019) 

IPD8GU-BK 8020252113855 
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GUSCIO CUSTODIA IPDPRO 11" NERO 

External size: cm. 18 x 25,3 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 11" 

IPD10GU-BK 8020252113824 
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GUSCIO 
Ultra-protective case for iPad 9.7” with double-injection, 

anti-shock TPU shell.  Featuring a practical stand, on-off 

function, and a fold-back camera flap. The shell can be 

transformed into a back cover thanks to the removable 

front cover. 

External size: cm. 18 x 24,5 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 
iPad 9.7" 

IPD9GU-BK 8020252087118 
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GUSCIO PRO 
Ultra-protective case for iPad 9.7” with double-injection, 

anti-shock TPU shell.  Featuring a practical stand, on-off 

function, and a fold-back camera flap. The shell can be 

transformed into a back cover thanks to the removable 

front cover. 

External size: cm. 18 x 24,5 x 2 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 9.7" 

IPD9GUP-IT-BK 8020252094000 
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MINERALE 
Folio case foriPad iPad mini 2019 with rigid back shell – 

resistant and with satin finishing color matching with the 

device. The front cover with the folding flap allows you to 

use the camera very easily. With a simple movement 

Minerale can turn into a practical stand with different 

positions for writing, surfing the web, watching movies 

and photos. External loop for Apple Pencil 

External size: cm. 14,2 x 21 x 1,2 

Compatibility: 
iPad mini 2019 

IPDM5M-SG 

IPDM5M-GL 

8020252110915 

8020252111875 
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MINERALE 
Folio case for iPad 9.7" with rigid back shell – resistant 

and with satin finishing. The front cover with the folding 

flap allows you to use the camera very easily. With a 

simple movement Minerale can turn into a practical 

stand with different positions for writing, surfing the web, 

watching movies and photos. The front cover 

automatically activates or deactivates the iPad when 

opened or closed. 

External size: cm. 17,6 x 24,7 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
iPad 9.7" 

IPD9AN-SG 

IPD9AN-SL 

IPD9AN-GL 

8020252080256 

8020252080102 

8020252080072 
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MINERALE 
Folio case for iPad Pro 10.5" e iPad Air (2019) with rigid 

back shell – resistant and with satin finishing color 

matching with the device. The front cover with the 

folding flap allows you to use the camera very easily. 

With a simple movement Minerale can turn into a 

practical stand with different positions for writing, surfing 

the web, watching movies and photos. External loop for 

Apple Pencil 

External size: cm. 18 x 25,3 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 10.5", iPad Air (2019) 

IPD8AN-SG 

IPD8AN-SL 

IPD8AN-GL 

8020252080805 

8020252080836 

8020252080744 
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MINERALE 
Folio case for iPad Pro 11" with rigid back shell – 

resistant and with satin finishing color matching with the 

device. The front cover with the folding flap allows you to 

use the camera very easily. With a simple movement 

Minerale can turn into a practical stand with different 

positions for writing, surfing the web, watching movies 

and photos. External loop for Apple Pencil 

External size: cm. 18,5 x 25,5 x 1,6 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 11" 

IPD10MP-SG 

IPD10MP-SL 

8020252108103 

8020252108110 
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MINERALE 
Folio case for iPad Pro 12.9" with rigid back shell – 

resistant and with satin finishing color matching with the 

device. The front cover with the folding flap allows you to 

use the camera very easily. With a simple movement 

Minerale can turn into a practical stand with different 

positions for writing, surfing the web, watching movies 

and photos. External loop for Apple Pencil 

External size: cm. 22,4 x 29 x 1,6 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 12.9" 

IPDP3MP-SG 8020252108141 
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TRE 
Case for iPad 9.7" with rigid back shell, eco-leather 

covering and soft, anti-scratch interior. The front cover 

turns into a practical and convenient stand so that you 

can write, browse, watch movies and look at photos. 

Equipped with elastic loop for a stylus. 

 

External size: cm. 17,6 x 24,7 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
iPad 9.7" 

IPD93-BK 8020252093737 
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UP PLUS 
Case for iPad Pro 11" with rigid back shell and anti-

scratch interior. The cover turns into a practical and 

convenient stand that lets you use your iPad in a variety 

of positions. Whether open or closed, the case lets you 

to charge your Apple Pencil, protected by the lateral 

flap. Also features an on-off function and an opening for 

the camera on the back. 

External size: cm. 18 x 25,3 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 11" 

IPD10UPP-BK 8020252108196 
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GALA 
Case for Samsung Galaxy Tab A (2019) 10.1" with rigid 

back shell, eco-leather covering and soft, anti-scratch 

interior. The front cover turns into a practical and 

convenient stand so that you can write, browse, watch 

movies and look at photos. Equipped with elastic loop 

for a stylus. 

External size: cm. 16,7 x 26,5 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Tab A 2019 10.1" 

TAB-GSA1910-BK 

TAB-GSA1910-R 

8020252111547 

8020252112605 
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GALA 
Case for Samsung Samsung Galaxy Tab S5e with rigid 

back shell, eco-leather covering and soft, anti-scratch 

interior. The front cover turns into a practical and 

convenient stand so that you can write, browse, watch 

movies and look at photos. Equipped with elastic loop 

for a stylus. 

External size: cm. 16,7 x 26,5 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Tab S5E 10.5" 

TAB-GSS5E10-BK 8020252111387 
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TRE GALA 
Case for Samsung TAB S4 10,5" with rigid back shell, 

eco-leather covering and soft, anti-scratch interior. The 

front cover turns into a practical and convenient stand so 

that you can write, browse, watch movies and look at 

photos. Equipped with elastic loop for a stylus. 

External size: cm. 17 x 25,5 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Tab S4 10.5" 

TAB-3SS410-BK 8020252102941 
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TRE GALA 
Case for Samsung TAB A 2018 10.5" with rigid back 

shell, eco-leather covering and soft, anti-scratch interior. 

The front cover turns into a practical and convenient 

stand so that you can write, browse, watch movies and 

look at photos. Equipped with elastic loop for a stylus. 

External size: cm. 16,7 x 26,5 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Tab A (2018) 10.5” 

TAB-3SA210-BK 

TAB-3SA210-R 

TAB-3SA210-Z 

8020252103764 

8020252103894 

8020252103931 
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TRE 
Tab A 10.1'' case with rigid back shell and frontal flap 

made with anti-slip material. The build-in front cover 

converts into a multi-position stand with two function 

corners that make writing, surfing the net, watching 

movies and pics comfortable. 

External size: cm. 16,3 x 25,9 x 1,6 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Tab A 10.1" 

TAB-3SA10-BK 

TAB-3SA10-R 

TAB-3SA10-Z 

8020252064072 

8020252071773 

8020252071803 
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TRE 
Tab S3 9.7'' case with rigid back shell and frontal flap 

made with anti-slip material that converts into a multi-

position stand. The case features the awake sleep 

mode. 

External size: cm. 17,7 x 24 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Tab S3 9.7" 

TAB-3SS397-BK 

TAB-3SS397-Z 

8020252083073 

8020252083134 
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WAY 
Case for HuaweiMediaPad M5/M5 Pro 10.8"with rigid 

back shell, eco-leather covering and soft, anti-scratch 

interior. The front cover turns into a practical and 

convenient stand so that you can write, browse, watch 

movies and look at photos. Equipped with elastic loop 

for a stylus. 

External size: cm. 18 x 26,3 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
Huawei MediaPad M5 Pro 10.8", Huawei Media Pad M5 

TAB-WHM510-BK 8020252103795 
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WAY CUST. HUAWEI MPAD M5LITE 
10.1" NERO 

External size: cm. 18 x 26,3 x 1,3 

TAB-WHM5L10-BK 8020252114074 
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WAY 
Case for Huawei MediaPad T5 10.1" with rigid back 

shell, eco-leather covering and soft, anti-scratch interior. 

The front cover turns into a practical and convenient 

stand so that you can write, browse, watch movies and 

look at photos. Equipped with elastic loop for a stylus. 

External size: cm. 18 x 26,3 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
Huawei Media Pad T5 10.1" 

TAB-WHT510-BK 8020252110397 
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TRE 
Case for Huawei MediaPad T3 10” with rigid back shell, 

eco-leather covering and soft, anti-scratch interior. The 

front cover turns into a practical and convenient stand so 

that you can write, browse, watch movies and look at 

photos. 

External size: cm. 16,3 x 25,9 x 1,6 

Compatibility: 
Huawei Media Pad T3 10" 

TAB-3HT310-BK 8020252095656 
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TRE 
Case for Lenovo Tab 4 10” with rigid back shell, eco-

leather covering and soft, anti-scratch interior. The front 

cover turns into a practical and convenient stand so that 

you can write, browse, watch movies and look at photos. 

External size: cm. 16,3 x 25,9 x 1,6 

Compatibility: 
Lenovo Tab 4 10" 

TAB-3LT4-BK 8020252096394 
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TRE 
Case for Lenovo Tab 4 10” Plus with rigid back shell, 

eco-leather covering and soft, anti-scratch interior. The 

front cover turns into a practical and convenient stand so 

that you can write, browse, watch movies and look at 

photos.  

External size: cm. 16,3 x 25,9 x 1,6 

Compatibility: 
Lenovo Tab 4 10" Plus 

TAB-3LT410-BK 8020252094635 
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FACILE PLUS 
Universal case for 10" tablet, with magnetic closing 

system, integrated stand up system and easy-fitting 

silicone rubber elastic straps. Made in eco leather, with 

an anti-slip elastic and soft scratch-proof fabric lining. 

Internal loop for pen. 

External size: cm. 19,2 x 26,8 x 1,8 

Compatibility: 
Tablet 10" 

TAB-FAP10-BK 

TAB-FAP10-R 

TAB-FAP10-Z 

8020252078598 

8020252078628 

8020252078659 
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FACILE PLUS 
Universal case for 7" tablet, with magnetic closing 

system, integrated stand up system and easy-fitting 

silicone rubber elastic straps. Made in eco leather, with 

an anti-slip elastic and soft scratch-proof fabric lining. 

Internal loop for pen. 

External size: cm. 16,2 x 22,4 x 2 

Compatibility: 
Tablet 7" 

TAB-FAP8-BK 

TAB-FAP8-R 

TAB-FAP8-Z 

8020252078680 

8020252078710 

8020252078758 
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GANCIO 
Universal cover for 10" tablet with integrated Bluetooth 

keyboard. The four adjustable internal hooks hold the 

tablet, creating a perfect dock. The back side has a 

support to implement the stand-up function and the 

cover features a magnetic closure. The velvety-soft 

interior protects your tablet from scratches. The 

Bluetooth keyboard has a lithium battery. 

External size: cm. 19,2 x 26,8 x 1,8 

Compatibility: 
Tablet 10" 

TAB-GA10-IT-B 8020252104495 
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SCRIVO 
A Bluetooth keyboard in eco-leather with incorporated 

support, compatible with tablets up to 10”. Thin and 

featuring a cover with a magnetic closure, the Scrivo 

keyboard is equipped with an exceptionally long-lasting 

lithium battery. 

External size: cm. 18 x 24,5 x 2 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 10" 

TAB-SC10-IT-B 8020252104822 
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UNICO 
Universal case for 9” or 10” tablets with eco-leather 

cover and magnetic flap closure. The tablet is held in 

place by four soft-plastic corner protectors to avoid 

accidental scratches and to offer maximum flexibility and 

adaptability. Thanks to its minimalist design, the corners 

are almost invisible. The case can be converted into a 

stand.  

External size: cm. 19,8 x 26,3 x 2,8 

Compatibility: 
Tablet 10" 

TAB-UN910-BK 8020252105058 
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VENTO L 
• Front flap for full device protection 
• Anti shock padding 
• X-Fit, an interior anti-slip universal system that consists of easy-
fitting silicone rubber elastic straps that hook up the tablet to the 
case 
• One small suction cup fix the front flap to your tablet screen 
• Built-in back cover converts into a practical stand with different 
positions 
• Ultra-slim design 
 
 
 
 

External size: cm. 18,8 x 27,9 x 0,9 

Compatibility: 
Tablet 10", Tablet 9" 

TAB-VT910 

TAB-VT910-B 

8020252054202 

8020252054219 
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VENTO S 
• Front cover for complete protection 

• Anti-shock padding 

• X-Fit, internal system with silicone corners to suit the 

size of your tablet 

• A small suction cup inside the case ensures that the 

front cover closes over the top of the tablet's display 

screen. 

• Turns into a handy-stand for a variety of uses 

• Ultra-slim 

 

External size: cm. 16,2 x 21,6 x 0,9 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7 

TAB-VT78 

TAB-VT78-B 

8020252054189 

8020252054196 
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LATO UNIVERSAL 
Universal eBook reader case with magnetic closure. 

Made of technical fabric, with an interior elastic anti-slip 

system and soft scratch-proof fabric covering. A 

microfiber sponge for cleaning the screen is included. 

External size: cm. 13,6 x 17,7 x 1,3 

Compatibility: 
eReader 6" 

LUNI 8020252018471 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your iPad mini 2019. Transparent and ultra-thin, this 

screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and features a 

special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
iPad mini 2019 

IPDM5-SP-TG 8020252111295 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your iPad 9.7". Transparent and ultra-thin, this screen 

protector is just 0.3 mm thick and features a special anti-

fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
iPad 9.7" 

IPD9-SP-TG 8020252097032 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your iPad Pro 10.5"/iPad air (2019). Transparent and 

ultra-thin, this screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and 

features a special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 10.5", iPad Air 

IPD8-SP-TG 8020252097001 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your iPad Pro 11". Transparent and ultra-thin, this 

screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and features a 

special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 11" 

IPD10-SP-TG 8020252109636 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your iPad Pro 12.9". Transparent and ultra-thin, this 

screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and features a 

special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
iPad Pro 12.9" 

IPDP3-SP-TG 8020252109667 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your Galaxy Tab A 2019 10,1". Transparent and ultra-

thin, this screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and 

features a special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Tab A 2019 10.1" 

SA1910-SP-TG 8020252111516 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your Tab S5E 10.5". Transparent and ultra-thin, this 

screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and features a 

special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy S5 

SS5E10-SP-TG 8020252111356 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of yourTab S4 10.5". Transparent and ultra-thin, this 

screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and features a 

special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Tab S4 10.5" 

SS410-SP-TG 8020252106260 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your Galaxy TAB A (2018) 10,5”. Transparent and 

ultra-thin, this screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and 

features a special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Tab A (2018) 10.5” 

SA210-SP-TG 8020252106772 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your Galaxy TAB A 10,1”. Transparent and ultra-thin, 

this screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and features a 

special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Tab A 10.1" 

SA10-SP-TG 8020252096349 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your Huawei Media Pad T3 10. Transparent and ultra-

thin, this screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and 

features a special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
Huawei Media Pad T3 10" 

HT310-SP-TG 8020252096974 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your Huawei MediaPad M3 Lite 10. Transparent and 

ultra-thin, this screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and 

features a special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
Huawei Media Pad T3 10" 

HM3L10-SP-TG 8020252103030 
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TEMPERED GLASS 
2.5D shockproof tempered glass, to protect the screen 

of your Huawei Media Pad M5. Transparent and ultra-

thin, this screen protector is just 0.3 mm thick and 

features a special anti-fingerprint treatment 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
Huawei Media Pad M5 

HM510-SP-TG 8020252110687 
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DENSO 
Highly-protective case for iPhone Xs and iPhone X, 

extra-thick TPU shell for added impact resistance. 

Military tested for protection against impacts of up to 2.5 

meters. 

External size: cm. 7,7 x 15 x 1 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs, iPhone X 

IPHXDE-W 8020252090965 
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DENSO 
Highly-protective case for iPhone Xs Max, extra-thick 

TPU shell for added impact resistance. Military tested for 

protection against impacts of up to 2.5 meters. 

External size: cm. 7,7 x 15 x 1 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs Max 

IPH1865DE-BK 8020252105775 
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DENSO 
Highly-protective iPhone 8 and  iPhone 7 case  made of 

thick TPU for added impact resistance. Military tested to 

protect from impacts up to 2 meters. 

External size: cm. 8,6 x 16,5 x 1 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 8 Plus 

IPH75DE-BK 

IPH75DE-O 

8020252082991 

8020252083431 
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ELEKTRO FLEX 
iPhone Xs and iPhone X cases in soft, ultra-flexible 

transparent material with an elegant metallic-effect 

accent on the edges, it ensures maximum adherence 

and was developed to protect your device without 

changing its design. The special material combines 

lightness with protection. 

External size: cm. 7,4 x 14,5 x 0,9 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs, iPhone X 

IPHXEF-BK 

IPHXEF-GL 

IPHXEF-SL 

8020252091115 

8020252091146 

8020252091177 
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ELEKTRO FLEX 
iPhone Xs Max case in soft, ultra-flexible transparent 

material with an elegant metallic-effect accent on the 

edges, it ensures maximum adherence and was 

developed to protect your device without changing its 

design. The special material combines lightness with 

protection. 

External size: cm. 7,4 x 14,5 x 0,9 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs Max 

IPH1865EF-BK 

IPH1865EF-GL 

IPH1865EF-SL 

8020252105805 

8020252106666 

8020252106697 
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ELEKTRO FLEX 
iPhone 8 Plus and iPhone 7 Plus case in soft ultra 

flexible transparent material with an elegant metallic 

decoration on the edges that grants maximum 

adherence and was conceived to protect the device 

without altering the design. The special material 

combines lighweight and protection from small shocks, 

scratches and dust. It gives you direct access to all 

iPhone functions. 

External size: cm. 7,9 x 15,9 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 8 Plus 

IPH75EF-GL 

IPH75EF-PK 

8020252070752 

8020252069695 
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NUVOLA 
Cover for iPhone Xs and iPhone X made in flexible 

polypropylene material. Thin yet durable, it protects your 

phone from bumps. The area surrounding the camera is 

0.3mm thicker to prevent  scratches. 

External size: cm. 7,3 x 14,6 x 0,9 

Compatibility: 
iPhone X, iPhone Xs 

IPHXNU-BK 

IPHXNU-TR 

8020252090996 

8020252091054 
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NUVOLA 
Cover for iPhone 7 Plus and iPhone 8 Plus case made 

in foldable, thin yet durable polypropylene. The case 

protects your iPhone from scratches and shocks. The 

area surrounding the camera is 0.3mm thicker to 

prevent accidental scratches to the lens. 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,9 x 0,8 

IPH75NU-BK 

IPH75NU-R 

IPH75NU-V 

IPH75NU-PP 

IPH75NU-TR 

8020252083257 

8020252083318 

8020252083370 

8020252083288 

8020252083349 
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NUVOLA 
iPhone 8 and iPhone 7 case made in foldable, thin yet 

durable polypropylene. The case protects your iPhone 

from scratches and shocks. The area surrounding the 

camera is 0.3mm thicker to prevent accidental scratches 

to the lens. 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,9 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7, iPhone 8 

IPH74NU-B 

IPH74NU-V 

8020252082250 

8020252082403 
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SOTTILE 
Ultra-thin and transparent case for iPhone Xs and 

iPhone X made of TPU. The lightweight, anti-scratch 

material of the cover protects the iPhone well anddoesn’t 

change its design. 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,9 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs, iPhone X 

IPHXSO-TR 8020252091320 
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UNO 
Transparent cover for iPhone Xs and iPhone X with 

rigid, anti-scratch, polycarbonate back. Soft TPU edge. It 

gives you direct access to all iPhone functions 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,9 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs, iPhone X 

IPHX1-TR 8020252090903 
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UNO 
Transparent cover for  iPhone Xs Max with rigid, anti-

scratch, polycarbonate back. Soft TPU edge. It gives 

you direct access to all iPhone functions 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,9 x 0,8 

IPH18651-TR 8020252105744 
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UNO 
Transparent cover for Iphone XR with rigid, anti-scratch, 

polycarbonate back. Soft TPU edge. It gives you direct 

access to all iPhone functions 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,9 x 0,8 

IPH1861-TR 8020252105218 
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VELLUTO 
iPhone 8 and iPhone 7 case in soft material that grants 

maximum adherence, it was conceived to protect the 

device without altering the design. The ultra-thin material 

is extremely resistant and grants small shocks, 

scratches ad dust protection. 

External size: cm. 7,1 x 14,1 x 0,9 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7, iPhone 8 

IPH74VE-BK 

IPH74VE-B 

IPH74VE-G 

8020252078932 

8020252081420 

8020252082922 
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VELLUTO 
iPhone 8 Plus and iPhone 7 Plus case in soft material 

that grants maximum adherence, it was conceived to 

protect the device without altering the design. The ultra-

thin material is extremely resistant and grants small 

shocks, scratches ad dust protection. 

External size: cm. 8,2 x 16 x 0,9 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 8 Plus 

IPH75VE-BK 

IPH75VE-B 

IPH75VE-G 

8020252079052 

8020252081451 

8020252083042 
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FILO 
This rigid case for iPhone Xs and iPhone X with a front 

cover offers effective protection from electromagnetic 

waves, thanks to our Anti-Radiation System, when you 

speak with the flap closed. Covers and protects your 

iPhone both front and back. Filo can be turned into a 

convenient, adjustable stand so that you can read, write 

or watch videos. 

External size: cm. 8,3 x 15 x 1,4 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs, iPhone X 

IPHXFI-BK 

IPHXFI-GL 

IPHXFI-SL 

8020252091351 

8020252091238 

8020252091269 
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FILO 
This rigid case for iPhone Xs Max with a front cover 

offers effective protection from electromagnetic waves, 

thanks to our Anti-Radiation System, when you speak 

with the flap closed. Covers and protects your iPhone 

both front and back. Filo can be turned into a 

convenient, adjustable stand so that you can read, write 

or watch videos. 

External size: cm. 8,3 x 15 x 1,4 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs Max 

IPH1865FI-BK 8020252105836 
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FILO 
Eco leather booklet case for iPhone 8 and iPhone 7 that 

protects efficiently from the electromagnetic waves 

thanks to our Anti-Radiation System, when you speak 

with the flap closed. Inside is covered in soft anti-scratch 

velvety material and it has two fit pockets for credit 

cards. Cover with stand up system 

External size: cm. 7,1 x 14,2 x 1,2 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7, iPhone 8 

IPH74FI-BS 

IPH74FI-GL 

IPH74FI-PK 

8020252069961 

8020252070547 

8020252070028 
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FILO 
Eco leather booklet case for iPhone 8 Plus and iPhone 

7Plus that protects efficiently from the electromagnetic 

waves thanks to our Anti-Radiation System, when you 

speak with the flap closed. Inside is covered in soft anti-

scratch velvety material and it has two fit pockets for 

credit cards. Cover with stand up system 

External size: cm. 8,2 x 16,1 x 1,6 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 8 Plus 

IPH75FI-GL 

IPH75FI-PK 

8020252070813 

8020252069817 
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CAMBIO 
iPhone 8 and iPhone 7 Plus case in ultra flexible 

transparent material, conceived to protect the device 

without altering the design. Cambio comes with a set of 

fifteen playful cards to insert between the back cover 

and the iPhone, so you can adapt it to your mood and 

never get tired. The cover grants small shocks, scatches 

and dust protection and gives you direct access to all 

iPhone functions. 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,9 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7, iPhone 8 

IPH74C-TR 8020252071278 
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TUCANO SHAKE IPHONE   
Polycarbonate semi-rigid back cover for iPhone Xs/X. 

Soft TPU edge and interior in anti-shock TPE. Graphics 

by Alessandro Mendini. 

External size: cm. 7,7 x 15 x 1 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs, iPhone X 

IPHXTUSH-COL-B 

IPHXTUSH-COL-PK 

8020252104594 

8020252104624 
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TUCANO SHAKE IPHONE   
Polycarbonate semi-rigid back cover for iPhone Xs Max. 

Soft TPU edge and interior in anti-shock TPE. Graphics 

by Alessandro Mendini. 

External size: cm. 7,7 x 15 x 1 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs Max 

IPH1865TUSH-COL-B 

IPH1865TUSH-COL-PK 

8020252105300 

8020252105423 
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BICOLOR 
Rigid polycarbonate back cover with rubberised edge. 

The external surface is in PU and features a handy 

credit card pocket. 

External size: cm. 7,5 x 15,6 x 1 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy S9 

SG9BC-BK 

SG9BC-BX 

SG9BC-Z 

8020252095922 

8020252095953 

8020252095748 
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BICOLOR 
Rigid polycarbonate back cover with rubberised edge. 

The external surface is in PU and features a handy 

credit card pocket. 

External size: cm. 7,5 x 15,6 x 1 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy S9 Plus 

SG9PBC-BK 

SG9PBC-Z 

8020252096011 

8020252096042 
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SOTTILE 
Ultra-thin and transparent case for Galaxy S9 made of 

TPU. The lightweight, anti-scratch material of the cover 

protects the iPhone well anddoesn’t change its design. 

External size: cm. 7,5 x 15,6 x 1 

SG9SO-TR 8020252095984 
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SOTTILE 
Ultra-thin and transparent case for Galaxy S9 Plus made 

of TPU. The lightweight, anti-scratch material of the 

cover protects the iPhone well anddoesn’t change its 

design. 

External size: cm. 7,5 x 15,6 x 1 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy S9 Plus 

SG9PSO-TR 8020252096165 
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ELEKTRO FLEX 
Galaxy S9 case in soft, ultra-flexible transparent material 

with an elegant metallic-effect accent on the edges, it 

ensures maximum adherence and was developed to 

protect your device without changing its design. The 

special material combines lightness with protection.   

External size: cm. 7,5 x 15,6 x 1 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy S9 

SG9EF-BK 

SG9EF-SL 

8020252095830 

8020252095892 
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FILO 
Eco leather booklet case for Galaxy S9 that protects 

efficiently from the electromagnetic waves thanks to our 

Anti-Radiation System, when you speak with the flap 

closed. Inside is covered in soft anti-scratch velvety 

material and it has two fit pockets for credit cards. Cover 

with stand up system 

External size: cm. 7,5 x 15,6 x 1 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy S9 

SG9FI-BK 8020252096219 
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ELEKTRO FLEX 
Functional super flexible and soft touch case for 

Samsung Galaxy S8, it features metal colours and 

elegant design and combines protection with lightweight. 

It protects from small bumps, scratches and dust. Direct 

access to all your Galaxy S7 features. 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 15,1 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy S8 

SG8EF-B 

SG8EF-GL 

8020252084469 

8020252084520 
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ELEKTRO FLEX 
Functional super flexible and soft touch case for 

Samsung Galaxy S8 Plus, it features metal colours and 

elegant design and combines protection with lightweight. 

It protects from small bumps, scratches and dust. Direct 

access to all your Galaxy S7 features. 

External size: cm. 7,5 x 16,1 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy S8 Plus 

SG8PEF-B 8020252084551 
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NUVOLA 
Cover for Samsung S8 Plus in foldable material 

(polypropylene). The ultra-thin material guarantees 

protection from minor bumps and scratches. 

 

External size: cm. 7,5 x 16,1 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy S8 Plus 

SG8PNU-TR 8020252084315 
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NUVOLA 
Samsung case made in foldable, thin yet durable 

polypropylene. The case protects your iPhone from 

scratches and shocks. The area surrounding the camera 

is 0.3mm thicker to prevent accidental scratches to the 

lens. 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,9 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
Samsung A5 

SA5NU-BK 

SA5NU-TR 

8020252086777 

8020252086715 
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DENSO 
Highly-protective case for Galaxy Note 8, extra-thick 

TPU shell for added impact resistance. Military tested for 

protection against impacts of up to 2.5 meters. 

External size: cm. 7,5 x 15,6 x 1 

Compatibility: 
Samsung Galaxy Note 8 

SGN8DE-BK 8020252089969 
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NUVOLA 
An Galaxy Note 8 case made in flexible polypropylene 

material.  The area surrounding the camera is 0.3mm 

thicker to prevent  scratches   

External size: cm. 7 x 15,1 x 0,8 

Compatibility: 
Galaxy Note 8.0" 

SGN8NU-BK 

SGN8NU-TR 

8020252090026 

8020252090057 
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UNO 
Transparent cover for Galaxy J5 with rigid, anti-scratch, 

polycarbonate back. Soft TPU edge. It gives you direct 

access to all iPhone functions. 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,9 x 0,8 

SJ51-TR 8020252090118 
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TEMPERED GLASS 3D 
3D shockproof tempered glass, to protect your iPhone 

display, equipped with a blu-ray filter to protect your 

retina. 

Japanese anti-fingerprint technology, with oleophobic 

coating, makes the glass perfectly transparent and easy 

to clean. 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
iPhone Xs, iPhone X 

MA-3DTGIPHX-BK 8020252091085 
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TEMPERED GLASS 3D  
3D shockproof tempered glass, to protect your iPhone 

display, equipped with a blu-ray filter to protect your 

retina. 

Japanese anti-fingerprint technology, with oleophobic 

coating, makes the glass perfectly transparent and easy 

to clean. 

External size: cm. 6,8 x 13,5 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7, iPhone 8 

MA-3DTGIPH74-BK 

MA-3DTGIPH74-W 

8020252081659 

8020252081673 
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TEMPERED GLASS 3D 
3D shockproof tempered glass, to protect your iPhone 

display, equipped with a blu-ray filter to protect your 

retina. 

Japanese anti-fingerprint technology, with oleophobic 

coating, makes the glass perfectly transparent and easy 

to clean. 

External size: cm. 7,5 x 15,4 x 0,1 

Compatibility: 
iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 8 Plus 

MA-3DTGIPH75-BK 8020252081697 
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POWER BANK 4000 MAH 
Portable 4000 mAh brushed aluminium power bank with 

Fast-charge support, and a conversion rate greater than 

80%. 

Output with a USB port and input with micro-USB. 

Equipped with LED charge indicator and micro-USB. 

 

 

 

External size: cm. 6,2 x 10,2 x 1 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-ALU40-BK 

MA-ALU40-SL 

8020252079991 

8020252080027 
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CAVO LIGHTINING 2M 
Cotton and nylon cord featuring a brushed aluminium 

finish, with original Lightning USB, MFi connectors. 

Fast sync and charge up to 2A.  Velcro cable tie 

included. Length 2m. 

Compatibility: 
iPad, iPhone 

CA-CO8-R 8020252047884 
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CAVO MICRO-USB 2M 
Cotton and nylon cord featuring a brushed aluminium 

finish and anti-tear TPE sheathing 

Fast sync and charge up to 2A. 

Velcro cable tie included. Length 2m. 

 

External size: cm. -1 x -1 x -1 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-CALUU2-GS 8020252082892 
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CAVO PIATTO USB TYPE-C 
Flat, USB Type-C cable, tangle-resistant, featuring 

galvanized terminals. Compatible with MacBook Pro, 

has a power output of 2.1A-3W. Cable tie included. 

 

External size: cm. -1 x 0 x -1 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-CALUC-W 8020252079182 
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AURICOLARI IN-EAR 
Magnetic aluminium in-ear earbuds featuring a built-in 

microphone with support for phone calls.  

Cotton cable with TPE terminals, tangle resistant. 

 High sound quality and optimum user-experience during 

phone calls. 

External size: cm. -1 x -1 x -1 

Compatibility: 
iPad, Smartphone, iPhone, Tablet 

MA-ALUJACK-DG 8020252082182 
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AURICOLARI BLUETOOTH 
Bluetooth in-ear earphones with optimal sound quality 

and a flat cable. 

Battery life of up to four hours. 

Built-in microphone with Voice Control and micro-USB 

cable included  

  

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-BTAU2-R 8020252082496 
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ALU MAXI SPEAKER 
Cylindrical aluminium speaker in L size, with a battery 

life of eight hours. 

Built-in microphone and fast charging capacity. 

Clear sound quality and excellent volume. Micro-USB 

cable included. 

 

External size: cm. 5,2 x 5,8 x 5,2 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-MAXI-BK 8020252084766 
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ALU MINI SPEAKER 
 Cylindrical aluminium speaker in S size, with a battery 

life of three hours. 

Selfie function. 

Fast recharge capacity. Clear sound quality and 

excellent volume. Micro-USB charging cable included. 

External size: cm. 3,5 x 4,5 x 3,5 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-MINI-BK 

MA-MINI-SL 

8020252079489 

8020252079571 
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USB CAR CHARGER 
Dual-port USB car charger for simultaneous charging of 

two devices.  

Electronic safety circuit for maximum protection. 

 

External size: cm. -1 x -1 x -1 

MA-CARCH2-W 8020252081734 
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TRAVEL ADAPTER 
Travel adapter with dual USB recharge port. For Europe, 

UK, USA, Australia, Japan. 

External size: cm. 4,5 x 6 x 5 

TA2-USB2-BK 8020252059009 
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TRAVEL ADAPTER 

External size: cm. 4,5 x 6 x 5 

TA2-W 8020252059030 
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UNIVERSAL POWER ADAPTER 

Universal adapter for laptops up to 90W with a built-in 

USB port for direct charging  

Equipped with eight pins to adjust the output voltage of 

the device being charged. 

High protection against any risk of power surges. 

External size: cm. 4,6 x 10,4 x 3,4 

Compatibility: 
HP, Packard Bell, IBM, Asus, Iconia, Acer, Lenovo 

MA-ENG-BK 8020252078802 
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 POWER ADAPTER  
Universal Type-C 61W power supply for laptops and 
tablets, with a USB port for smartphones. Thanks to its 
efficient design and security chip, it protects all of your 
devices from any short circuits or power surges while 
they are charging. Automatically detects voltage and 
power through power-delivery 3.0. 
Compatible with all devices with a Type-C port up to 
61W (the latest laptops, tablets and smartphones). USB-
A port for charging smartphones and tablets up to 2.1 
Amps. 
Removable and reversible Type-C cable 

External size: cm. 4,6 x 10,4 x 3,4 

MA-ENG-C-BK 8020252111738 
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CAR HOLDER WITH MAGNETS 

Magnetic smartphone mount for cars. Works with 

smartphones up to 5.5”. 

Your device can be rotated 360° while the mount 

remains firmly attached to your dashboard. 

Two magnets included to adapt to your smartphone. 

External size: cm. 3,5 x 5 x 3,5 

MA-CARH-BK 8020252081765 
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TUCANO SHAKE POWERBANK 

10050 mAh powerbank, very compact and featuring high 

charging capacity. Able to charge several devices at the 

same time. Supports Fast Charging. CE, ROHS 

certifications. Supplied with a 20cm micro USB cable. 

Watertransfer print with glossy finish. Graphics by 

Alessandro Mendini. 

External size: cm. 7,4 x 14 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone 

MA-POW-TUSH-COL 

MA-POW-TUSH-COL2 

8020252106307 

8020252106338 
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TUCANO SHAKE WIRELESS CHARGER 

Wireless charging base with output power of up to 15W, 

suitable for supported devices and compatible with all QI 

standards (from 10W, 7.5W and 5W). Luxury materials 

including brushed zinc and tempered glass surface. 

Supplied with 1-meter, Type-C cable. Graphics by 

Alessandro Mendini. 

External size: cm. 3,5 x 4,5 x 3,5 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone 

MA-WICH-TUSH-COL 

MA-WICH-TUSH-COL2 

8020252106369 

8020252106390 
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TUCANO SHAKE BLUETOOTH MOUSE 

Flat Bluetooth mouse, version 3.0, with optical sensor 

(BK + 3205), compatible with all laptops that have a 

Bluetooth module. Weighs 60g and works within a 10-

meter range. Aluminum scrolling wheel. Works with two 

AAA batteries. Graphics by Alessandro Mendini.   

Compatibility: 
Mac OS System, Windows XP, Windows 2000 

MA-WM-TUSH-COL 

MA-WM-TUSH-COL2 

8020252105034 

8020252106420 
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